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Since the fall of Tunisian dictator Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in January 2011, the country has been challenged
by the growth of a domestic salafi jihadist movement. The most significant salafi jihadist organisation is
Ansar al-Sharia in Tunisia (AST), which by 2013 established a strategy based around dawa and hisba
violence. Since May 2013, violence between AST and the Tunisian state significantly increased, prompting
Tunisia’s government to designate AST a terrorist organisation in late August.
The Research Paper analyses the likely future of the conflict between AST and the Tunisian state, making
three arguments. First, it explains how strategic thinking and political considerations drove the Tunisian
government to escalate its fight against AST despite ambiguities in the evidence concerning who bore
ultimate responsibility for the violence that prompted this escalation. Second, it argues that new
revelations about AST make it seem less like the local organisation many observers perceived a year or
two ago, and more connected to international jihadism. Third, the Paper describes the strategic thinking
behind the recent targeting choices of Tunisian jihadists, who are attempting to undermine the country’s
economy.
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1. Introduction*
Since the fall of Tunisian dictator Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in January 2011, the country has been challenged by the
aggressive growth of a domestic salafi jihadist movement. The most significant organisation within this movement
is Ansar al-Sharia in Tunisia (AST), which has now
been designated a terrorist group by the
governments of Tunisia and the United States
(US).1 In May 2013, before either country had
designated AST, the International Centre for
Counter-Terrorism – The Hague (ICCT) published a
study examining the jihadist organisation. The
study concluded that the main prong of AST’s
strategy at that time was dawa (missionary work),
with hisba violence (violence designed to enforce
religious norms, usually vigilante attacks) also
playing an important role.2 The study argued that
AST intended to eventually put jihad (warfare) at
the forefront of its approach to confronting the
state, but that time “has not yet arrived”.3
Much has changed since May, largely in
ways anticipated by ICCT’s previous study. Levels
of violence between AST and the Tunisian state
significantly increased from May to July 2013, and
Tunisia’s government ultimately felt compelled to
designate AST a terrorist organisation in late
August, ban it, and mount a crackdown. AST now
seems to be largely prioritising jihad, although two
qualifications should be noted. First, ambiguity
remains about what an “AST attack” means
because – as this study demonstrates – the
group’s organisational structure is opaque. Thus, some of the post-ban violent acts and plans attributed to AST
may in fact involve individuals linked to the group who are not acting pursuant to a specific organisational plan.
Second, AST has not abandoned dawa, either – a fact that will have an impact on how it chooses to employ
violence.
This Paper follows up on the prior ICCT Research Paper by explaining how this course of events came to
be. It is worth noting that AST enjoyed a number of advantages as of May. Its dawa activities were legal and
overt, a dramatic change from life under Ben Ali, when such activities by jihadist groups were suppressed.
Although it could evangelise openly, AST also engaged in violent acts – usually hisba violence – that targeted and
intimidated its opponents, without these acts triggering a state crackdown. AST could engage in this low-scale
violence without bringing the full power of the state down on it in large part because the group’s opaque
organisational structure allowed the leadership to deny that it had a role in violent acts carried out by members.
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Such an organisational scheme allowed the group to carry out violence while simultaneously denying that it was
doing so.
However, multiple escalations by both AST and also militant groups loosely tied to it contributed to the
current state of open conflict between AST and the Tunisian state. Though it is hard to pinpoint a definitive
beginning in this sequence, the most persuasive inflection point is December 2012, when militants shot and killed
Anis Jelassi, an adjutant in the Tunisian National Guard, in the Kasserine governorate.4 This incident prompted
Tunisian authorities to identify, for the first time, a militant group known as Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi, which is tied
to both AST and also al Qaeda (AQ)’s regional affiliate, al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM). This group was
active in Jebel el-Chaambi, which is both Tunisia’s highest mountain and also a major national park, and is located
in the governorate of Kasserine. The governorate’s northern border abuts the Kef province, and its western
border is shared by Algeria.
The February 2013 assassination of secularist politician Chokri Belaïd was another escalation, though it is
not clear that Belaïd’s killing was ordered by AST’s top leadership. Belaïd’s assassination prompted a great deal of
national attention and political pressure on the government, but no crackdown against AST.
Thereafter, there were several more progressions in the escalating conflict between AST and the
government. Tunisia stepped up its security operations in Jebel el-Chaambi, and soldiers patrolling there suffered
from frequent landmine attacks. In May, the government interrupted public lectures and other AST dawa
activities, then cancelled the group’s annual conference in Kairouan. While that conference’s cancellation put the
conflict between AST and the government in increasingly uncharted territory, tensions between the two reached
their climax in late July. In a one-week period at the end of that month, another prominent secularist politician,
Mohammed Brahmi, was gunned down by assassins, while a jihadist ambush in Jebel el-Chaambi left “eight
soldiers dead – five with slit throats”.5 This was finally a point of no return, even though, given the vagaries in
AST’s decision-making structure and the departure from the group’s established strategy that these two attacks
represented, it is unclear that AST’s leadership intended the two incidents to occur so close together, nor is it
clear that the leadership ordered the attacks at all. The decision to ambush and kill the soldiers in Jebel elChaambi may have been made by the Katibat’s field commanders rather than AST’s leadership; and AST’s
leadership may not have ordered Brahmi’s killing. AST has never publicly claimed responsibility for either incident.
Nonetheless, after they occurred Tunisia launched a vigorous crackdown against AST. Tunisian jihadists
have also escalated in several ways since then, underscoring AST’s transition from a primarily dawa-based
strategy to one where jihad plays a more prominent role. Most significant, jihadists whom the state has
connected to AST attempted three bombings before the end of 2013, targeting two tourist destinations and a
major monument. Because Tunisia’s economy relies heavily on tourism, this tactic targets one of the state’s key
points of vulnerability – although it is a tactic that could dramatically backfire against the perpetrators, if such an
attack succeeded.
This study, which traces the escalating conflict between AST and the Tunisian state, makes three
overarching arguments. First, it explains how strategic thinking and political considerations drove the Tunisian
government to escalate its fight against AST despite ambiguities in the evidence concerning who bore ultimate
responsibility for the violence that prompted this escalation. Consonant with this point, the Paper also argues that
the evidence suggests AST’s leadership did not intend to trigger the crackdown. It either massively overplayed its
hand or else, more likely, did not actually order the two assassinations attributed to it.
The second argument is that new revelations about AST make it seem less like the local organisation that
many observers perceived a year or two ago, and more connected to international jihadism. Indeed, based on the
available evidence, AST appears likely to be an unannounced AQ affiliate. While many analysts will disagree with
this conclusion, this Paper presents available evidence from regional sources, and makes note of uncertainties or
ambiguities related to the evidence. Our conclusion about the likely relationship between AST and AQ is
significant for formulating a better understanding of the possible shape of the jihadist movement in Tunisia and
North Africa, and also has broader ramifications. One of the critical current debates in the field of terrorism
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studies is whether AQ should be understood as small and largely decentralised, or whether it may in fact be more
expansive.6 AST is an extremely relevant case study in this broader debate.
Third, the Paper describes the strategic thinking behind the recent targeting choices of Tunisian jihadists,
who are attempting to undermine the country’s economy. It argues that attacks against economic targets, and
particularly the tourist sector, are likely to continue – but that such attacks carry great risks not only for the
Tunisian state, but for AST as well. Militant Islamic groups in other countries have brought themselves to ruin by
executing unpopular terrorist attacks, and there is a chance that AST could experience a similar backlash following
a successful attack.

2. Background and Key Definitions
AST openly acknowledges that it is a salafi jihadist group, subscribing to the same ideology as AQ, though it claims
to be organisationally independent. After the Tunisian government designated AST a terrorist group, and publicly
trumpeted its connections to the AQ network, AST released a rather weak denial which claimed that it was “not
tied to any outside group”. However, the statement also acknowledged that “regarding our loyalty to Qaedat alJihad and the jihadi formations, we have declared it from the first day and we are not ashamed to renew today
our declaration with a louder voice”.7
Salafism, the broader religio-political movement of which AST is a part, is not a monolithic phenomenon.
Salafists can be defined broadly as belonging to a movement that embraces a religious methodology striving for a
practice of Islam that it believes to be consonant with that of the Prophet Muhammad and the first three
generations of Muslims. In pursuing this goal, salafism tends to be very textually focused, on the Qur’an and
hadith, and literalist in its interpretations. Monica Marks, a scholar who has contributed some of the most
detailed studies of salafism in Tunisia, writes that there are three major divisions of salafism in the country:
salafiyya ‘almiyya (usually translated as scientific salafism, but which Marks believes is better understood as
scripturalist salafism), political salafism, and salafi jihadism.8
Marks explains that for those who can be categorised as salafiyya ‘almiyya, democracy is “a tempting, but
ultimately dead-end street”. Thus, people belonging to this current, rather than participating in politics, focus on
“apolitical lives of quietist piety”.9 Adherents to Marks’s second category, political salafism, have much in
common with those who identify as salafiyya ‘almiyya, but believe that participation in democratic politics is
justified despite its flaws. They think political participation “could serve as a vehicle to attain a more caliphatelike, sharia-based polity”.10 The third division, salafi jihadism, rejects both participation in democracy and also
“the non-engagement of scripturalist Salafis”.11 Quintan Wiktorowicz notes that salafi jihadists “take a more
militant position” than other salafi strains, arguing “that the current context calls for violence and revolution”.12
AST is part of this latter division within salafism.
Since AST is a salafi jihadist group, it is worth explaining the term jihad. The Arabic word jihad, which
literally means “struggle”, is an Islamic religious concept with multiple connotations, but to jihadist groups
warfare is the most important meaning. AST, according to its own admissions, has a conception of jihad closely
aligned with that of AQ. Although the jihadist movement has often focused on attacking the US and other
Western countries in the post-9/11 era, such violence in large part serves an instrumental purpose. As Thomas
Joscelyn notes, AQ has always tried “to acquire power in ‘local’ settings”, and attacking Western countries was a
means for the group to attempt to acquire local power and implement its hardline version of sharia law.13 In the
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post-Arab Spring environment, where the weakness of local regimes is apparent, a greater proportion of jihadist
violence will likely be locally focused rather than aimed at the West.
It should be noted that the understanding of jihad held by AST and AQ is heavily contested within the
Islamic faith itself. One ambitious effort to undermine the theological arguments for the jihadist conception of
religious warfare is a project known as the “Amman Message”, launched by Jordan’s King Abdullah II in November
2004. This project has produced a statement, which has been widely endorsed by a diverse array of Islamic
scholars, condemning extremist groups’ use of takfir (excommunication); and also a draft document about jihad
and the Islamic law of war, holding that the religious identity of a people cannot justify the Muslim community
making war on them, and singling out former AQ emir Osama bin Laden’s ideas about jihad for particularly
lengthy condemnation.14 AQ’s understanding of jihad has even met resistance from within the jihadist movement
itself, as can be seen in Dr. Sayyid Imam bin Abdal Aziz al-Sharif’s lengthy denunciations of the group’s failure to
adhere to sharia when making war.15
Though AST is a jihadist group, jihad violence has not always been at the forefront of its strategy. At the
beginning of 2013, and even as late as August, AST sought to advance its agenda primarily through dawa and
hisba. Dawa “refers to calling or inviting people to embrace Islam. Though not an article of the Islamic faith,
Muslims are urged to be actively engaged in dawa activities”.16 AST’s dawa efforts, like those of many other salafi
jihadists, focus not on convincing non-Muslims to convert to Islam, but on trying to win other Muslims over to
their extreme interpretation of the faith.
Hisba is related to the obligation of “commanding right and forbidding wrong”, an important Islamic
concept that is discussed in the Qur’an.17 Though the concept itself had existed for centuries and can be traced to
some of the earliest Muslim communities, the Princeton University historian Michael Cook explains in a
comprehensive study that the well-known Sunni scholar Ghazzali (d. 1111) coined the term hisba “as a general
term for ‘forbidding wrong’”.18 While groups like AST believe that hisba necessitates violence, this type of
violence can be distinguished from jihad. Jihad is carried out against external enemies of the faith, while
“forbidding wrong” suggests that the objects of these efforts are already part of the Muslim community. In other
words, hisba is the enforcement of religious norms, and for AST it has often entailed vigilante attacks on people or
institutions perceived to violate these norms.
Though AST’s strategy focused primarily on dawa and hisba at the beginning of 2013, it made increasing
use of jihadist violence throughout the year. As this Paper details, the group has now seemingly entered a new
phase in its struggle with the state where jihad is given higher priority.

2.1 AST’s organisational structure
Any group with revolutionary political goals would be hard-pressed to achieve them without an organisational
structure. AST is a structured organisation, although much of its structure is clandestine. Hassan Ben Brik, who
heads AST’s dawa committee, told an Italian interviewer in 2012 that the group employed a clandestine structure
because “all the members of Ansar al-Sharia are being targeted by the government, and by the international
community”.19 The group’s clandestine nature creates many ambiguities – most significantly, whether violent acts
taken by members are directed by group leadership, or whether they are more spontaneous and autonomous.
Those ambiguities extend even to the specific attacks that ultimately led the government to ban, and crack down
on, AST.
14
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Despite organisational ambiguities, certain details about the group are widely known. Abu Iyad al-Tunisi
(born Saifallah Ben Hassine) is well established as AST’s emir. A veteran jihadist, Abu Iyad was a protégé of the
prominent extremist preacher Abu Qatada al-Filistini in the “Londonistan” scene of the early 1990s. Thereafter,
he relocated to Taliban-controlled Afghanistan, and in 2000 was one of the founders of the Tunisian Combatant
Group (TCG), which facilitated the assassination of Northern Alliance leader Ahmad Shah Massoud just before AQ
executed the 9/11 attacks. Turkish authorities arrested Abu Iyad in 2003, after which they extradited him to
Tunisia. Ben Ali’s regime sentenced him to 43 years of imprisonment, but Abu Iyad was released in the March
2011 general amnesty that followed the revolution.20
It is clear from AST’s social media postings, and through interviews that researchers have conducted with
the group’s members, that it has at least four divisions below its senior leadership:
 The dawa office, which Ben Brik heads.21
 Humanitarian activities, including AST’s medical convoys and provision of basic goods.
 Media activities, including the Al-Bayariq Media Productions Foundation, AST’s website, and the
group’s social media presence.
 A division that coordinates with local AST groups. This coordination has been divided geographically,
into northern, central, and southern regions.22
ICCT’s May 2013 Research Paper also asserted that AST appeared to have a clandestine military wing in addition
to these four more widely recognised divisions.23 At the time, some evidence for this assessment came from the
fact that AST had a clearly expressed commitment to jihad since the group’s founding, and AST’s leadership
believed that the group would eventually enter a stage of outright confrontation with the state. Moreover, AST’s
members and associates possessed impressive militant credentials. For example, Tarek Maaroufi was implicated
in a number of terrorist plots in Europe, including “the U.S. Embassy in Paris plot broken up in September 2001,
the Kleine Brogel NATO Air Base plot in the fall of 2001 and the Philips Tower plot in 2002”, as well as being
associated with disrupted cells in both Frankfurt and Milan.24 Further, Sami bin Khamis Essid and Mehdi
Kammoun – who did not have publicly announced roles in AST, but seemed to have unannounced positions –
were an important part of AQ’s network in Italy.25
Since publication of the May report, new evidence further suggests that AST has a covert military wing. As
this Paper details later, AST’s connections to Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi have become clearer, and the Tunisian
government has now outright alleged the existence of such a covert wing. American researcher Aaron Y. Zelin has
also been able to independently confirm the existence of AST’s military wing.26

3. AST’s Activities Prior to the Escalation
AST’s strategy before its ban in August 2013 prioritised both dawa and hisba, as this Paper has already explained.
Its dawa efforts employed some traditional methods, such as holding dawa events at markets or universities,
holding public protests, and dominating physical spaces, such as cafés, near places of worship. But AST also had
innovative approaches to dawa. These included provision of social services – though militant Islamic groups like
Hizballah and Hamas have also employed this technique, AST was an early adopter among salafi jihadist groups –
and its use of social media.

20
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AST’s social services activity has included distribution of food, clothing, and basic supplies, as well as
sponsorship of convoys that provide medical care and medicine. These efforts concentrated on areas of Tunisia
that are typically neglected by the government, such as those that are rural or impoverished. AST’s social services
are accompanied by distribution of literature designed to propagate its ideology. Even at the height of its dawa
activities, AST’s distribution of social services did not reach the same areas consistently: it is not clear whether
any communities saw AST as a services provider week after week. This is where AST’s savvy use of social media
was particularly relevant. Almost immediately after it undertook humanitarian efforts, AST would post
information about its latest venture, including photographs, to its Facebook page and other websites. Social
media thus served as a force multiplier: while AST seemingly did not provide consistent services to a single area,
its social media activity illustrated a rapid pace of humanitarian assistance, and thus helped the group achieve its
goal of visibility. AST continues to undertake dawa even after the Tunisian government banned it, but AST youth
leader Youssef Mazouz said the group now carries out “less than half the work it used to before August when it
could plan events openly and post details on Facebook”.27
Most, though not all, of AST’s violent acts before the escalation of its conflict with the state could be
categorised as hisba. It should be noted, though, that while there was a large amount of salafi hisba violence in
Tunisia, AST’s clandestine structure largely masked which of these acts were specifically attributable to that
group. Much of the hisba-type violence carried out by Tunisian salafists was certainly performed by those who
were neither AST members nor connected to the organisation. However, several violent hisba incidents were
connected to AST – either carried out by its members, incited by AST’s leadership, or even planned in advance by
its leaders.
One target of the general hisba violence that became a powerful phenomenon in Tunisia was women.28
Soon after the revolution, outraged mobs began attacking the country’s maisons closes (brothels), and set these
establishments aflame in Kairouan, Médenine, Sfax, and Sousse. Prostitutes were beaten in some of these
attacks. Other women were attacked for being improperly attired. In the working class Tunis neighbourhood of
Intilaka, a street vendor scolded journalist Zeineb Rezgui for wearing a sleeveless summer dress, referring to her
as a prostitute.29 As Rezgui recounted, “I tried to talk to him, but all of a sudden he jumped and slapped me hard
on my neck. I fell on the ground, he started kicking me. About five other men, also with long beards, some
wearing long tunics, joined him. They were kicking and punching me all over my body”. Similar attacks occurred in
the north-western city of Jendouba.30
Violence targeting women was the first post-revolution sign of the surge in hisba violence, but salafi
vigilante attacks rapidly spread to other sectors. One battlefront was free expression, as attacks targeted an antiIslamist film director, an art-house cinema, and a TV station that broadcast the controversial animated film
Persepolis.31 Education is another sphere where hisba violence was used as a tool of coercion, with physical
attacks against university and secondary school administrators who refused to allow female students to wear the
niqab (face covering) in their institutions.32 Vigilante attacks and salafi intimidation also regularly targeted sufi
shrines, which salafis perceive as emblematic of heretical religious practice, and non-Muslims.33
27
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Though hisba was AST’s dominant connection to violence before the escalation, it also had a clear
connection to jihad. Soon after AST’s founding, it was considered a group that engaged in dawa at home and jihad
abroad, as Abu Iyad made no secret that he encouraged AST members to join AQIM or the Syria jihad.34 One
incident of jihad violence that AST was involved in at home before the escalation was the 14 September 2012
attack on the US embassy in Tunis. This attack occurred while many in the region were furious about a crude,
privately-made film satirising the Prophet Muhammad called “The Innocence of Muslims”. The Tunis protesters
overran embassy security and ransacked both the embassy and a nearby American school. Four people were
killed and 46 injured in the skirmishes. AST played a major role in organising the demonstrations, as it used its
Facebook page to encourage Tunisians to turn out for them. Local eyewitnesses also believe that AST initiated the
clashes with security.35 The fighting between Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi and Tunisian forces in Jebel el-Chaambi is
also properly characterised as jihad violence, and Jebel el-Chaambi incidents would increase in parallel with the
escalating conflict between AST and the Tunisian state.

4. Violence in Jebel el-Chaambi
Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi was described as a “shadowy group” by one of the analysts who first took notice of it.36
This was by design: both of the major organisations associated with Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi, AQIM and AST, have
largely clandestine structures and operate in a clandestine manner. This section discusses Katibat Uqbah Ibn
Nafi’s size, structure, and leadership; then examines the role the group played in escalating the conflict between
AST and the Tunisian government.

4.1 Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi’s size, structure and leadership
Several aspects of Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi’s size and structure have been reported in open sources. One regional
analyst explains that the “basic unit” of an organisation like Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi is the serrya, an Arabic military
term referring to a company. The analyst continues that each serrya is comprised of about 15 men, and several
such groups “form a katiba (battalion) which includes 50 to 80 men”.37 Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi, according to
Tunisian officials, is comprised of at least two serryas. Authorities are not certain of the number of members each
serrya has, but their estimates are around 30 men total, which is consistent with what is known about the
militants’ conception of a serrya.38 The serryas have been able to maintain a consistent level of activity even
though authorities have killed or captured many members, thus suggesting that the Katibat’s structure is
designed to make it resilient in the face of losses.39 Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi has Algerian and Tunisian members,
further underscoring the manner in which it operates in both countries, and connects AST to AQIM.40 Within
Tunisia, its serryas were active in both Jebel el-Chaambi and El Kef.
The leadership question – that is, who controls Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi – is, by design, murkier than the
question of how its fighters (the most overt part of the group) are organised. Reflecting this murkiness, Andrew
Lebovich, who authored the most incisive early work on Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi, wrote:
Then there is the question of how, exactly, the fighters in El Kef and Jebel el-Chaambi may (or may not) be
linked to AST […]. [S]ome analysts are quick to draw a connection between AST and al Qaeda, in this case
AQIM. The reality, however, may be a bit more complicated. Despite Abu Iyad’s professions and past
34
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connections, there is little public information about the organisational structure of AST and the level of
command and control exercised over its members. Indeed, given the spread of salafi jihadi ideas in Tunisia
and the spread of protests and vigilante violence that may or may not be linked to AST, it is possible that
some of Uqbah Ibn Nafi’s fighters could be tied in to AST while also participating in other groups based on
their own inclinations and connections. This kind of loose organisational structure based on overlapping
connections would likely suit AST, allowing for fighters inclined toward violence and military activity to
41
pursue those avenues.

One difficulty researchers experience in interpreting developments related to AST, which this study
discusses in more detail later, is how much credence to give to the Tunisian government’s claims. Some of its
allegations about the jihadist group appear unreliable or self-serving. Bearing in mind this uncertainty,
subsequent revelations make the cooperation between AST and AQIM on Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi appear more
deliberate, and less coincidental than Lebovich felt it might have been. (This Paper will discuss Tunisia’s
revelations later.)
However, Lebovich’s emphasis on uncertainties about AST’s organisational structure remains quite
relevant. Because of these uncertainties, it is still difficult to say with confidence whether the various acts of
violence attributed to AST over the course of 2013 actually represented organisational decisions. And there are
further uncertainties about Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi’s structure. The evidence suggests it is a collaborative effort
between AST and AQIM, but are there members of the Katibat who belong to neither group? Is Katibat Uqbah Ibn
Nafi subordinate to either, or both, AQIM and AST, or does it essentially operate as an independent centre of
power? If the Katibat is subordinate, who makes operational decisions: Abu Iyad or AQIM emir Abu Musab Abdel
Wadoud (a.k.a. Abdelmalek Droukdel)? Or are almost all operational decisions made by field commanders?
Though multiple uncertainties exist, particularly about the decision-making behind specific attacks that
Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi carried out, it can be said that AST’s policies toward the Katibat were both supportive and
also permissive. Even as violence caused by the Katibat became an increasingly important issue for the Tunisian
government and public, there was no discernible diminution in the flow of AST members to the group. This fact
would influence the Tunisian state’s later decisions about how to deal with AST.

4.2 Violence at the Tunisia-Algeria border
The first set of incidents that caused Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi to become an important factor in the relationship
between the Tunisian government and AST occurred in December 2012. Tunisian authorities decided to step up
interdiction efforts at the border with Algeria after a police raid in Jendouba on 8 December turned up a
significant amount of guns and explosives, along with the arrest of two men who were “suspected of membership
in a salafist group”.42 Two days later, Tunisian National Guardsmen patrolling at the border were alerted to a
group of about four militants who had entered Tunisian territory, and were in the forest near the village of
Derneya.43 A small detachment of guardsmen entered the forest, and ended up in a firefight with the militants.
The militants shot and killed Anis Jelassi, an adjutant.
Jelassi’s killing prompted intensified police operations. Tunisian authorities arrested seven salafists
suspected of playing a role in the killing. At a press conference announcing the arrests, officials publicly named
Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi for the first time when interior minister Ali Laarayedh said that the seven arrestees
belonged to a group bearing that name.44 He also said that Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi was part of AQIM emir Abu
Musab Abdel Wadoud’s militant network. Tunisian authorities alleged that the Katibat was engaged in smuggling
activity between Tunisia and Algeria, and that it used Jebel el-Chaambi to conduct militant training.45 The terrain
is appropriate for such training activity, as the densely-wooded national park is filled with valleys and caves.
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Police operations at the Algerian border continued after these arrests. Sweeps by the Tunisian army and
National Guard discovered caches of weapons and ammunition.46 During this period of intensified operations and
sweeps, Tunisian authorities occasionally got into firefights with militants running arms and other items across
the border. Then in early May of 2013, sixteen members of the security forces were wounded in four separate
landmine attacks, and five of them had limbs amputated as a result.47
On May 7, following these incidents, Tunisian authorities held a major press conference. Interior ministry
spokesman Ali Aroui alleged that the Katibat’s two serryas in Jebel el-Chaambi and El Kef were part of the AQ
network – a claim that, rather than being revelatory, was consistent with the government’s previous allegations
about its connections to AQIM.48 The government also said that AST was connected to the Jebel el-Chaambi
violence, though one of AST’s leaders denied this in an interview with a regional Arabic-language publication,
describing the government’s claims as lies designed to squash the salafist movement.49
Violence in Jebel el-Chaambi continued thereafter, and militant attacks were met with intensified policing
operations. As violence surged, the government decided to forbid AST’s annual conference that it planned to hold
in the city of Kairouan, a move that further multiplied tensions.

5. Cancellation of the Kairouan Conference and Its Aftermath
For the first couple of years of AST’s existence, one of the most visible spectacles to draw its members,
supporters, and fellow travellers was an annual event the group hosted in Kairouan. The second annual Kairouan
conference in May 2012 drew between 3,000 and 10,000 attendees. It also attracted a star-studded line-up of
jihadist speakers, and several prominent international figures who could not attend issued supportive statements.
Egyptian jihadist scholars Marjan Salim and Hani al-Siba’i, and Jordanian cleric Abu Muhammad al-Tahawi
addressed the gathering by video, and Ahmad Ashush issued a written statement expressing his “endorsement
and support” of AST.
AST’s 2013 conference was scheduled to begin on 19 May, and some media outlets estimated the number
of expected attendees at 40,000.50 But only days before the conference was set to begin, on 15 May, the
government banned the meeting, explaining that the move was prompted by AST’s failure to submit the
paperwork necessary to hold the conference.51
The following day, AST spokesman Saif Eddine Erais said at a press conference in Tunis that the group
“doesn’t need the government’s authorisation to preach the word of God”.52 Asserting that the conference would
be held despite the government’s cancellation, Erais warned against any police efforts to stop it. He said that “the
government will be responsible for every drop of blood that will be poured”. Brushing aside these warnings, the
government affirmed its decision to ban the conference. Tunisia’s interior ministry even accused the salafist
movement of showing contempt for the institutions of the state, and inciting violence against them.53 During this
war of words, Ali Laarayedh – who had by then been elevated from interior minister to prime minister – described
AST as an “illegal organisation that defies and provokes the state’s authority”.54 Though observers were confused
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about what Laarayedh’s description of AST as an “illegal organisation” meant – would their dawa activities now
be banned? – the government did not prevent AST from operating openly until several months had passed, and
more blood was shed.
On 19 May, the day the Kairouan conference was scheduled to begin, AST advised its international
supporters, through a Facebook post, to cancel their trips to Tunisia due to the gravity of the security situation. A
second Facebook post that went up the same day called on AST’s domestic supporters to gather in the city of
Ettadhamen, near the capital of Tunis.55 This was an attempt to circumvent the ban: AST wanted to flout the
state’s authority by holding the conference, but moving it out of Kairouan – a city that would be surrounded by a
ring of security determined not to allow AST to proceed.
That evening, AST released an audio message from Abu Iyad on its Facebook page, which the group
described as the speech he would have given at the conference. In the recording, Abu Iyad assured supporters
that they could not be defeated despite the “persecution” the government was inflicting upon them.56 He
congratulated his supporters on “proving to the entire world that their preaching is invincible before these hordes
of enemies, that the ambitions of Ansar al-Sharia will not be hampered”.57
The same evening that AST posted Abu Iyad’s statement, clashes erupted between police and salafists in
Ettadhamen. Demonstrators threw rocks and Molotov cocktails at officers, burned an armoured vehicle, attacked
a National Guard post, and blocked the road between M’nihla and Al-Intilaka with burning tyres.58 There were
also reports of looting, and even the burning of a Tunisian flag. According to official statistics, one person was
killed and 18 wounded, including fifteen police officers, in the first night of clashes.59 (Official statistics may well
underestimate non-police injuries.) Confrontations also occurred in Kairouan. Though the clashes were intense,
the police soon gained the upper hand in Kairouan and Ettadhamen, in part by carrying out 200 arrests – many of
whom were quickly released.60
Tensions between the government and AST continued to simmer. Violent incidents were sparse, and
many of the confrontations in May were precipitated by the government itself, through house raids, arrests, and
sweeps at Jebel el-Chaambi. For example, on 23 May authorities arrested seven men described as religious
extremists, who were suspected of being involved in the grisly killing of a police officer earlier in the month,
where the murder weapon had been a sword.61
Escalating these raids, on 6 June Tunisian police raided Abu Iyad’s home, but he was not found.62 The
same day, two security officers driving in Jebel el-Chaambi died in a landmine explosion.63 After the landmine
claimed the two officers’ lives, about fifty Chaambi residents held a public protest, calling for the government to
take a stronger stance. They said that authorities should even set the mountain on fire if necessary.64 This
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illustrates how the simultaneous escalation in violence in both Jebel el-Chaambi and the country’s interior
generated pressure for the government to show resolve in the face of the jihadist threat.
The military continued to sweep the Chaambi region, raiding the homes of suspected militants and
arresting those who were thought to have a connection to the serryas operating in the area. Algerian security
forces cooperated with the Tunisians, setting up twenty new military checkpoints at their shared border in order
to inhibit militants’ passage between the countries.65 Reports also suggested that Algerian special forces were
operating inside Tunisian territory, looking for Uqbah members. Tunisian authorities broadened their sweeps in
July in a further effort to flush out militants.66
At the end of July, two major incidents occurred within five days of each other that would substantially
reshape the relationship between AST and the government. On 25 July, the assassination of secularist politician
Mohammed Brahmi was blamed on AST. Brahmi’s killing already placed the relationship between AST and the
state on the brink, and on 29 July a jihadist ambush in Jebel el-Chaambi killed eight soldiers, five of whom had
their throats slit. Though eight soldiers dying in a single day might seem routine for countries accustomed to their
troops dying in wars, this was the bloodiest day that Tunisian security forces had ever experienced. The brutality
of the killings further magnified their prominence. The slitting of throats is an unmistakable hallmark of recent
jihadist killing, and in this context recalled the Algerian civil war.
The incident at Jebel el-Chaambi pushed the conflict between AST and the state irreparably over the
edge. This study now turns to the two assassinations blamed on AST in 2013.

6. Political Assassinations Attributed to AST
The Tunisian government blamed AST for two political assassinations that occurred in 2013, both of secularist
politicians. Chokri Belaïd was assassinated in February 2013, while Mohammed Brahmi was gunned down at the
end of July. As previously noted, there are questions about whether AST’s leadership was actually culpable in
these killings, and the evidence of its role will be assessed at the end of this section.

6.1 Chokri Belaïd’s assassination
On 6 February 2013, gunmen shot and killed secularist politician Chokri Belaïd outside his home in Tunis. For
more than a year prior to his killing, Belaïd was subjected to an intensive campaign of surveillance and
intimidation. He had countless enemies, which made the precise faction surveilling and stalking him unclear.
Indeed, the politician received countless threatening phone calls and text messages, and his Facebook and email
were hacked in December 2012. As the stalking intensified, Belaïd began removing his phone battery before
travelling.
Immediately after Belaïd’s murder, a million outraged Tunisians took to the streets, protesting in what
has been called “one of the largest outpourings of grief in Tunisian history”.67 The Ennahda Party, Tunisia’s ruling
Islamist faction, was a particular object of popular rage, as protestors torched its building in Mezzouna and
ransacked its office in Gafsa.68 They believed the party was too lax in its efforts to violent religious extremism.
Some protesters called for a “second revolution” against the new Tunisian government, and members of the
Popular Front political coalition, of which Belaïd was a part, organised weekly demonstrations in front of the
Ennahda’s offices throughout the country. These visible and angry signs that Tunisians felt Ennahda was not doing
enough – and even insinuations that it might actually be responsible for Belaïd’s murder – would magnify
pressure for action against AST.
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On 27 February, the interior ministry announced that four religious extremists had been arrested in
connection with the murder, but warned that the killer himself was still at large.69
A major suspect in Belaïd’s murder was a Tunisian named Kamel Gadhgadhi. Though Gadhgadhi’s
background is not well documented, he has been portrayed as intelligent and well educated. He apparently knew
five languages, and studied in the US.70 A 3 February 2014 raid on two AST safehouses in the Tunis suburb of
Raoued resulted in a 24-hour standoff. Clashes between AST members and the police ended in the death of
Gadhgadi and six other militants, as well as one police officer.71
The AST members whom the raid targeted were heavily armed. Interior minister Lotfi Ben Jeddou said in
a 4 February press conference that authorities “wanted to avoid their death, and asked them to surrender, but
each of them had weapons, grenades and explosive belts”.72 In fact, the militants allegedly had 600 kilogrammes
of TNT with them.73 Ben Jeddou also said that the individuals killed in the raid were connected not only to Belaïd’s
murder, but also to the ambush of soldiers on Jebel el-Chaambi.74 Though Ben Jeddou portrayed the incident as
bringing closure to Belaïd’s death, describing the killing of the militants as “the best present that we could give
Tunisians”, Belaïd’s family was unconvinced. Belaïd’s brother told the media, “We want to know the whole truth.
Gadhgadhi was not alone. There are other parties implicated and we hope they will be captured so that the truth
is revealed”.75
6.2 Mohammed Brahmi’s assassination
Six months after Belaïd’s murder, on 25 July, another secularist politician named Mohammed Brahmi was gunned
down in Tunis, while in a car outside his own home. The gunmen reportedly fired eleven shots at Brahmi, then
fled on a motorbike. The assassination spun Tunisia into new chaos. Protests again erupted across the country, as
angry crowds called for the government’s resignation. Police fired tear gas at crowds that stormed government
offices and attacked Ennahda’s headquarters.
The day after Brahmi’s death, interior minister Ben Jeddou held a press conference in which he claimed
that forensic ballistics determined that Belaïd and Brahmi were killed by the same gun – which was subsequently
confiscated in a raid in Tunis’s Wardieh neighbourhood.76 Ben Jeddou also said that the government had
“uncovered substantial proof that cannot be refuted” during the course of the investigation, but did not provide
further details.77 Prime Minister Laarayedh described the gun as providing “proof that the Ansar group is
responsible” for the two assassinations.78
Ennahda ultimately designated AST a terrorist organisation and banned it on 27 August, stating that AST
was responsible for both political assassinations as well as the Jebel el-Chaambi attacks.
This leaves the question of whether AST actually bore responsibility for both assassinations. The answer is
not entirely clear, but on balance, the evidence suggests that AST’s leadership did not order the killings (which
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does not, as will be discussed momentarily, mean that they bear no responsibility in the deaths). Indeed, many
Tunisians have been suspicious of the government’s answers. Some believe that the government rushed to finger
a perpetrator in order to deflect blame from itself: after all, Ennahda was the target of a vigorous backlash
following Belaïd’s murder, and these sentiments spiked again after Brahmi was killed.79
Turning to specific suspicions about the government blaming AST, the ballistics test that linked the same gun to
both Belaïd and Brahmi’s murders seemed suspiciously fast to some observers.80 The government also has yet to
release evidence regarding culpability for the killings beyond its claim that the same gun killed both men, despite
its claim to have “substantial proof that cannot be refuted”. These killings also run contrary to the strategy AST
had established by early 2013 of maintaining its ability to operate legally and openly while at the same time
engaging in violence that falls below the levels that might trigger a crackdown. Skepticism of claims that AST’s
leadership ordered the assassinations appears justified.
This is not to say that AST members did not carry out the assassinations – they appear to have done so.
And this raises the further issue that AST may still be considered culpable in the assassinations even if its
leadership did not order the killings. The group has propagated a violent ideology that considers secularism
heretical, and has worked to create a parallel state, including facilitating militant training for its members. As with
the violence at Jebel el-Chaambi, the assassinations did not prompt AST to carry out an internal purge, which at
least points to its leadership’s permissiveness: if the leadership opposed the killing of Belaïd or Brahmi, it was
because the timing was strategically inopportune, not because it had an objection rooted in principle.
Thus, regardless of questions about the role of AST’s leadership in these incidents, the Tunisian
government chose to designate AST a terrorist organisation and ban it after the Brahmi assassination and the
slaughter of eight soldiers at Jebel el-Chaambi. As alluded to earlier, the decision to crack down on AST was driven
by both strategic thinking and also political considerations. Tunisia understood that AST was not going away as a
problem that the state would have to deal with, and that over time its numbers were growing even while its
members engaged in an increasing amount of violence. The state also understood that the ambiguities it faced in
trying to determine whether the assassinations or the violence at Jebel el-Chaambi were ordered by AST’s top
leadership existed by design: they reflected the manner in which the jihadist group wanted to be able to engage
in violence while simultaneously denying any involvement. At the same time, the government faced tremendous
political pressure to act against AST in the wake of two major political assassinations and the death and injury of
several members of the security forces, in a country that was not accustomed to these levels of violence.
Thus, the government decided that whether or not AST’s leadership had ordered the recent violence was
not the most important question. As a matter of strategy and politics, the state decided on a vigorous response.
AST’s designation would in turn lead the government to make a number of public revelations about it. If true,
these revelations should significantly shift the way analysts understand AST’s relationship to regional militancy.

7. Tunisia’s Revelations About AST
In announcing AST’s ban, the government provided several sets of revelations about the organisation, one of
which concerned its relationship with the AQ network. When Tunisian Prime Minister Laarayedh announced AST’s
designation as a terrorist group, he accused AST of “liaising” with AQIM. Tunisia’s claims about AST’s connection
to AQIM specifically, and the AQ network more broadly, can be divided into four categories: leadership ties,
operational links, financial support, and intentions.
Allegations of leadership ties between AST and AQIM are based primarily on documentary evidence, a
handwritten “Allegiance Act” between AST emir Abu Iyad al-Tunisi and AQIM leader Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud.81
Though the document has not been publicly released, regional reporting claims that the Allegiance Act holds that
whoever swears allegiance (bayat) to Abu Iyad and “then disobeys his orders may be subject to physical
extermination”. Reporting on the Allegiance Act has been sparse overall, but it may be the source of another
claim that has surfaced in the Tunisian press: in the Arabic-language newspaper Essahafa, Mohamed Salah Hadri
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claimed that Abu Iyad “swore an oath of allegiance to an Algerian emir”. If this claim is correct, Abdel Wadoud is
the likeliest figure to whom Abu Iyad may have taken bayat.
It is not clear when the Allegiance Act was supposed to have been signed or the oath of bayat taken, but
these allegations are consistent with claims made by captured members of Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi. Algerian
security forces arrested Riadh Toufi, one of the Katibat’s founding members, on November 18.82 During his
interrogation, Riadh Toufi described Abu Iyad as nothing more than a “marionette”, claiming that AQIM’s emir for
the Sahara area, Yahya Abu al-Humam, held all the power.83 Abu Iyad, according to Toufi, only followed Humam’s
dictates.
When the government sought to arrest Abu Iyad, he fled to Libya. Essahafa hypothesises that, while
there, he may have met with Mokhtar Belmokhtar, the emir of the notorious jihadist group Signatories in Blood,
which executed the spectacular January 2013 attack at the Tigantourine gas plant near In Amenas, Algeria.
Another connection that Abu Iyad seems to have made during his recent time in exile is Libyan political figure
Abdelhakim Belhadj, a former Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG) commander. Tunisian attorney and
investigator Taieb Laguili has alleged that Belhadj is now providing Abu Iyad with shelter from authorities.84
A second layer of links between AST and AQIM outlined by Tunisia is operational. A large part of the
operational ties are focused on Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi, with interior minister Lotfi Ben Jeddou referring to
“established links” between AST and AQIM through the militant outfit. Mustapha Ben Amor, Tunisia’s director
general of national security, described AST as a member of “the parent terrorist al-Qaeda”, and said that AST
members receive training in Libya and Syria.85
The third categorical layer through which Tunisian authorities alleged a connection between AST and
AQIM is financial. Authorities alleged that AST receives financial support from AQ, with Ben Amor saying that
government investigations found that AST’s financing comes from “external and internal sources”.86 Ben Amor
specified that the external sources of funding are located in countries like Yemen, Libya, and Mali, all of which are
known to have a significant AQ presence.
A fourth layer of alleged connections lies in both AST and AQ’s intentions. The Tunisian press has reported
that sources in the Tunisian Security Services Union now claim that the country is more important to AQ than
previously thought. They say that AQ is looking to establish a permanent foothold in Tunisia, rather than viewing
it only as a passageway for arms and personnel. Ben Amor said that AST shares these aspirations, seeking to
“create a security vacuum through assassinations, before seizing power and establishing the first Islamic emirate
in North Africa”.87
Expanding on these claims, the government claimed that AST has a covert military wing, the leadership of
which includes a “preparatory operations group” with six members, a “support and implementation group” with
eight members, and a “mobilisation and armament group” with two members. The government also pointed to a
number of planned attacks by AST that were either discovered or thwarted. Most chillingly, Interior Minister Ben
Jeddou claimed that his ministry found “an assassination list” containing the names of a wide array of “politicians
and anti-Islamist media figures”, including writers, academics, and a film director.88
If Tunisia’s information about AST is correct, it is highly likely that the group is an unacknowledged AQ
affiliate. We already noted that many analysts will disagree with our view that AST seems to be an
unacknowledged AQ affiliate – primarily because many Western observers are quite sceptical of the Tunisian
government’s claims in this regard. Indeed, Tunisia has done its credibility no favours by exaggerating some
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aspects of AST’s activities. Given this scepticism, it is worth briefly outlining a framework for determining whether
a group might be part of the AQ network. Five major factors are relevant to this evaluation: the group’s ideology,
its leadership, its international connections, whether it is functionally advancing AQ’s agenda, and whether the
AQ organisation has specific mechanisms to either influence or control its activities.
Turning to this framework, there is evidence to suggest that AST may be part of the AQ network even if one
completely discounts Tunisia’s most recent evidence. The group openly proclaims its devotion to AQ’s ideology –
not only committing itself to salafi jihadism generally, but even specifying its “loyalty to Qaedat al-Jihad and the
jihadi formations”.89 AST’s leadership has longstanding connections to AQ: Abu Iyad was connected to AQ even in
pre-9/11 Afghanistan, while men like Tarek Maaroufi, Sami bin Khamis Essid, and Mehdi Kammoun were part of
its European networks. A group with multiple leadership connections to AQ is more likely to be or become part of
the network: Somalia’s al-Shabaab is an example of this dynamic. As to the group’s international connections, AST
had a significant amount of connections to transnational jihadism, including AQIM, even prior to the most recent
revelations.90
Was AST functionally advancing AQ’s agenda? The answer is yes, even if one completely discounts
Tunisia’s new evidence about its connections to the jihadist network. Soon after the Arab Uprisings began, salafi
jihadist strategists, including major AQ ideologues, outlined their strategic assessment of what the revolutionary
events meant, and how to exploit them. The consensus blueprint that these strategists forged for exploiting the
new environment was to take advantage of the new dawa opportunities that would exist in post-revolution
states. AQ emir Ayman al-Zawahiri specifically noted that “an opportunity for advocacy and statement in Egypt
and Tunisia has opened”.91 However, these strategists also emphasised that there would be an eventual need to
transition from dawa to jihad. As Hamzah bin Muhammad al-Bassam wrote, there was a need to eventually
produce “real and open existence for jihad”, without which the efforts of Islamists would have no results “other
than gathering and dispersion”, because a number of different “intellectual trends” would be competing for
power.92 AST followed AQ’s template for the Arab Spring environment, with its emphasis on dawa and its covert
military wing preparing for the eventual shift to jihad. Further, as the group escalated its violent activities, it did
so in a manner consistent with AQ’s objectives. Examples of this include the attack on the US embassy in Tunis in
September 2012, and AST’s cooperation with AQIM on the Katibat Uqbah Ibn Nafi.
This leaves the framework’s final question, whether AQ has specific mechanisms to influence or control
AST’s activities. Tunisia’s newly released evidence – that which some Western analysts are sceptical of – speaks to
these mechanisms of control. Such mechanisms alleged by Tunisia include Abu Iyad’s oath of bayat to Abu Musab
Abdel Wadoud, AST’s financial dependence on AQ financiers, and military dependence on AQIM in Jebel elChaambi.
Two observations can be made about the new evidence Tunisia has introduced about AST. The first is that
the new evidence is consistent with AST’s international connections and how it has situated itself toward AQ.
While consistency does not necessarily make Tunisia’s evidence true, scepticism is always more warranted when
new evidence seems to contradict what was previously known about a group. The second observation is that
whether Tunisia’s allegations are correct is a factual matter that could be resolved quickly with access to more
documentary evidence, such as the alleged Allegiance Act. So the existence of scepticism among some analysts
does not mean that questions about the AST-AQ relationship are unanswerable.
We assess Tunisia’s new evidence about the AST-AQ relationship as likely correct, but acknowledge that
publicly available evidence does not provide an incontrovertible answer. If Tunisia’s information is correct, then
AST has been operating as an unacknowledged AQ affiliate for some time. However, several other questions arise.
How long has AST had this relationship with AQIM and AQ? Was the group designed by Abu Iyad to be an
unacknowledged rebranding of AQ, or did the relationship develop organically over time? Is there a relationship
between AST and AQ’s senior leadership?
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8. AST’s Alleged Targeting of Tourists
The government’s ban on AST impeded its dawa efforts, and Tunisia thereafter undertook extensive policing
operations against its network. As the state escalated, so did Tunisian salafists. Tourism is an important part of
Tunisia’s economy, contributing 7 percent of the country’s GDP and 15 percent of its employment.93 Terrorist
attacks have started to focus on tourist targets – although, as with the political assassinations, there are serious
questions about whether they were ordered by the group’s leadership.

8.1 Twin attempted bombings in October
On the morning of 30 October 2013, a man carrying a bulky suitcase tried to enter Sousse’s four-star Riadh Palms
Hotel, a popular resort for European tourists visiting the beachside city. Security guards questioned him as he
tried to make his way in, and quickly decided they did not want to let him enter.
The man with the suitcase rushed out toward the beach, with security on his tail. Suddenly a loud
explosion disrupted the morning’s tranquillity. Wrecked umbrellas, lounge chairs, and the suicide bomber’s
remains littered the beach. Explosives experts later discovered that the bomb had been detonated from a
distance with cell phone, a technique that terrorist groups sometimes employ when the attacker is a new
member.94
Fifteen miles south, on the edge of a Gulf of Hammamet peninsula, is the city of Monastir. Almost
simultaneous with the Sousse bombing, authorities arrested an eighteen-year-old named Aymen Sâadi Berchid,
outside the mausoleum of Habib Bourguiba, the country’s secular-minded first president. Though Bourguiba is
respected by most Tunisians for his role in bringing Tunisia its independence, his deeply-felt secularism makes
him a bête noire of religious conservatives. The intentions of the young man whom authorities apprehended
outside Bourguiba’s mausoleum were clear enough from the fact that his backpack was jammed full of explosives.
He tossed a firecracker to try to distract security officers, but the diversion failed, and authorities restrained him.
Berchid, the would-be bomber, had recently attempted to enter Syria to join the conflict raging there, and
his mother claimed that he had already been the subject of four search warrants.95 Tunisia’s interior ministry
claimed that both of the attackers belonged to AST.96
As with past security incidents, Tunisian police sprang into action immediately following the attempted
attacks. The interior ministry announced the arrest of five individuals “with direct links to the assailants” in the
cities of Sousse and Monastir.97 They also found a large quantity of explosives in one of the houses they searched
in Monastir.98 The individuals arrested in the sweep allegedly confessed to a plot to bomb the headquarters of the
Tunisian National Union of Security Forces Syndicates, police posts, and four supermarkets that sold alcohol.99 The
arrestees were reportedly in contact with Abu Iyad by Skype two days before the attacks.100
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8.2 December arrests
On 9 December, Tunisian authorities thwarted another planned attack that similarly seemed to targetd tourists
when they arrested six members of a cell.101 Though their intended target was unclear, according to reports the
most serious threat was against the island of Djerba, a popular destination for visitors. Interior ministry
spokesman Mohamed Ali Aroui suggested that the attack may have been intended for New Year’s Eve
celebrations, possibly striking hotels or clubs.

9. Conclusion
This Paper has traced the escalation in the conflict between AST and the Tunisian state throughout 2013. This
spiralling conflict culminated in AST’s designation as a terrorist group and ban, followed by both intensive policing
operations aimed at AST and an escalation in salafi jihadist violence.
Multiple incidents ultimately produced this open state of war between the two, beginning with the killing
of Anis Jelassi in Kasserine. Thereafter actions and reactions by AST and the state fed off each other. Policing
operations put more security forces in harm’s way, and when they struck landmines or ended up in fire fights, the
incidents generated more pressure to act. When Chokri Belaïd was killed, many protesters blamed the Ennahda
Party, thus putting more pressure on it. Additional harm to security officers in Jebel el-Chaambi caused the state
to ban AST’s annual conference in Kairouan, further multiplying tensions. When Mohammed Brahmi and eight
members of the security forces were killed within five days of each other at the end of July 2013, there could be
no turning back. The state had to take decisive action, and it did.
So far things seem to be going well for the Tunisian state. It has conducted a large number of security
sweeps. Though there have been attempted attacks against the tourist sector, none have succeeded in causing
fatalities (though the Sousse attack arguably achieved one of its major objectives by depressing tourism). Tunisia
succeeded in finalising its constitution in January 2014, which is a significant step with the potential to reduce
some of the frustrations with the political system that have bolstered AST. There are no signs thus far that
Tunisia’s war with AST will wreck this progress, though it is possible that a dramatic event changes the situation.
What if militants kidnap and kill European tourists? What if they launch a successful suicide bombing at a major
resort, or another prominent destination like Tunis’s Africa Hotel? These possibilities could have a major impact
on the country – and it is possible that they could yield an unexpected result. When Egypt’s Gama’a al-Islamiyya
slaughtered 58 people in Luxor in 1997, the militant group perhaps expected to devastate the country’s tourist
industry. Instead, Gama’a overplayed its hand, and turned Egypt’s citizenry against it. The result is that Gama’a
got eviscerated by the state’s crackdown.102
The story of the conflict between AST and the Tunisian state is far from its final chapter, and three major
questions are relevant to its progression. The first question is how resilient AST will be in the face of Tunisia’s
crackdown. As Derek Jones has noted, one reason AQ has proven so stubbornly difficult to kill is because of its
clandestine cellular structure.103 Such groups are clandestine in that they are designed to be out of sight, and
cellular in that they are compartmentalised to minimise damage when the enemy neutralises some portion of the
network. Compartmentalisation takes two forms. First, at a cell level, a minimum of personal information is
known about other cell members. Second, there is strategic compartmentalisation between different elements
within the organisation. Counterinsurgents can capture one person in a cell without destroying the cell; and
where cell members must interact directly, structural compartmentalisation attempts to ensure that the cell
cannot be exploited to target other cells or leaders.
While this organisational structure has helped AQ to survive, it may not prove as successful for AST. One
factor that allows AQ’s organisational structure to help it survive is that it has a deep bench of jihadists to draw
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from. On the other hand, AST has a far shallower pool of talent. It is possible that the Tunisian state will simply
overwhelm AST’s ability to be resilient in the face of attrition.
A second question is whether AQIM will send fighters across the border into Tunisia to enhance AST’s
capabilities as Tunisia clamps down on it. In addition to AQIM being close to AST, AQIM’s rhetoric toward the
Tunisian state became sharper as AST’s conflict with the state escalated, which clearly raised the possibility of an
increase in AQIM-related violence in Tunisia.104 If AQIM devotes significant resources to the conflict in Tunisia,
that could alter the balance of power on the ground.
A third question is whether lack of professionalism in the Tunisian security services will create greater
public sympathy for AST. The New York Times noted that in Raoued, where Kamel Ghadghadi was killed by
security forces, residents had “little sympathy for terrorists, but also little confidence in the police who, despite
new training and equipment, are still tarnished by a reputation for cruelty and injustice from the years of
dictatorship”.105 Public confidence in the Tunisian security services will have a fundamental impact on the conflict
between AST and the state, and bears watching.
Western countries have a stake in the outcome of the conflict between AST and the Tunisian state, and
should be willing to assist the government in its struggle with jihadists.
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